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Hello again! I am Mrs. Jackson, the visual arts teacher here at
Fillmore Elementary! Our newsletters are a great way to see
what students accomplished the month before. I will be
releasing one each month.

Kindergarten
For the month of April, we made art based on the phrase “April Showers Bring
May Flowers.” We drew rain clouds and flowers with regular pencils. Then we used
markers, crayons, and colored pencils to color our pictures.

Braelinn Sarah Isabella Kenzi

Piper Kenzie Russell Quinn



First Grade
We learned about Jasper Johns in April. He is an abstract artist that centered
around letters, numbers and the USA. Wemade our own abstract art focused on
our teen numbers. We made our numbers with crayons, then painted with
watercolors.

Lily Audrie Isabell

Robin Aaliyah Wyatt

Joselyn Koda



Second Grade
During April, we created tiki masks. We learned about symmetry and how tiki
masks have equal sides. We then used colored paper to create our mask shapes on
our brown “wood” paper. Finally we used sharpies to help emphasize our shapes.

Daxton Charlotte Kaevin

Lyndsey Hank Remy

Emily Kimberly



Third Grade
Our final project for the school year was our messiest one yet! We used crayons
to color our background. Then we made a “printing plate” by etching a pattern
into a styrofoam square. Finally we rollered ink onto the “plate” and stamped it
onto our background.

Sutton Alyson Draken

Duke Gus Emmett

Kari Kenzy Nixon



Fourth Grade

We created pixel art as our last project in fourth grade. We had to count each row
to make sure that our pictures lined up. We had the choice to create our own art,
or use art that was already pixelated as a reference. We then used markers,
crayons, and colored pencils to color our art.

Anna Aspen Sayra Braddox

LilyRae Jens Jackson Jack


